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Several authors have recently studied the problem of finding cir-

cumstances under which the amenability of a semigroup is inherited

by a subsemigroup. It is known ([2] and [3]) that subgroups of an

amenable group are amenable, but that in general subsemigroups of

an amenable semigroup are not. We show here that subsemigroups

of an amenbable group need not be amenable.

Frey proved in [4] that subsemigroups of a group inherit amena-

bility if and only if the group contains no copy of the free semigroup

5 on two generators (S is not amenable). The problem is discussed

in detail in [5]. It is known [l] that a group generated by a copy of

5 contained in it need not be free; the question is whether it can be

far enough from free to be amenable. Since solvable groups are

amenable [6], our claim that subsemigroups of amenable groups need

not be amenable will be established if we can embed 5 in a solvable

group. We proceed to do this. Granirer conjectured in his review

[MR 35 #3423] of Wilde and Witz [7] that a group is amenable if

and only if it contains no copy of 5. It will follow that the "only if"

part of this conjecture is quite false.

Let B be the free additive abelian group on the family of generators

{b(m, «)}, m, « integers. Any permutation of these generators in-

duces an automorphism of B. Let x and y be the automorphisms

induced by b(m, n)>-*b(m + l, n) and b(m, n)y-*b(m, w + 1), respec-

tively. It is easy to see that the subgroup C of Aut B generated by x

and y is the free abelian group on the generators x, y. We write C

additively, and we indicate the action of an element c of C on an

element b oí B by b". Let G be the normal product of 73 by C. G con-

sists of pairs [c, b] and the multiplication is given by [ci, h][c, b]

= [ci+c, b[+b]. ct-»[c, O], ¿»-*[0, ô] are embeddings of C, B respec-

tively into G, and B is thus a normal abelian subgroup with quotient

G/B=C. Hence, G is solvable and in fact the second derived group

G" of G is trivial. The same holds for every subgroup of G. Now, let

s = [x, b(0, 0)] and t=\y, b(0, 0)].

Proposition. 5 and t are free generators for a copy of S.

Proof. Consider a monomial U—Ui ■ ■ • Md of length d = l, where
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each Ui is either 5 or t. Suppose s occurs p times and t occurs q times.

Then p+q = d, and Pis of the form [px+qy, ]C?-o b(mit «,)], where

for each 4, w.-^O, »,^0, and «?<+«• = 4. (In particular, (m0, n0) — (0, 0)

and (mi, «i) = (l, 0) or (0, 1) if d^2.) Moreover, if d^2, (mu «0

= (1, 0) or (0, 1), according as Md = s or Ud — t. These statements are

proved by a trivial induction on d.

Now suppose that the distinct monomials U = Ui • ■ ■ ud and

V=Vi ■ ■ ■ ve are equal. We must have that d = e because the length

can be recovered as the sum of coefficients of x and y in the first

entry. Assume that d is as small as possible. If <i =t 2, the second entry

will be a sum of d — 1 terms, precisely one of which, b(m\, «1), will

have the property that the sum of its indices is 1. It follows that

Ud = Vd (both are j or both are t, according as (mi, «i) = (l, 0) or

(0, 1)). But then Ui ■ • • Ud-i = Vi • ■ • vd-i, contradicting the choice

of d. We can conclude that d = \, another contradiction since S9*t,

and the proposition is established.

Corollary. Let F be the free group on two generators f, g and let F"

be the second derived group of F. Then the images of f and g in F/F"

are free generators for a copy of S.

Proof. Let <p: F—*G be the unique homomorphism such that

<p(f)=s and (¡>(g) =t, and let H=<p(F). Then <p(F")=H" is trivial,

since G" is, and since PP=p/Ker <f>, we must have P'CKer <p. Since

the images of/ and g are free generators for a copy of 5 in P/Ker <p,

this certainly holds in F/F" as well.

This embedding of S into F/F" is a "generic" counter example.

I wish to thank G. Keller and C. Wilde for pointing this problem

out to me and supplying helpful background.
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